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The main take home message of this talk.
CMB-S4 is a big project!
It will be joint NSF Major Research Equipment and
Facilities Construction (MREFC) and DOE Major
Items of Equipment (MIE) projects.
There are well defined processes, consisting of
clearly defined steps with major reviews; there are
many gates to pass through.
The project will progress through increasingly mature
designs and project planning, each builds upon the
former.
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The main take home message of this talk.
Progress is made through a series of increasingly mature
designs and project planning.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Snowmass “concept”
CDT
“strawperson”
DSR
“reference”
DOE CD-1 “conceptual” & NSF PDR “preliminary”
DOE CD-2 “preliminary” & NSF FDR “final”
DOE CD-3 “final”

Next step is DOE CD-1 and NSF MREFC PDR in which
we move from the “reference design” to the
“conceptual/preliminary” design
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CMB-S4 Project: We’ve come a long ways in a series of
significant steps
● 2013 Snowmass CMB-S4 “concept”
○ Science goals and scope to achieve them
○ Need for enormous scaling; University groups
and Labs working together
● 2014 P5 based on CMB-S4 “concept”
○ recommended under all budget scenarios
○ multi-agency project
● 2016 CMB-S4 Science Book 1st ed.
○ Refined Snowmass Science Case and
measurement requirements, using improved
simulations
● 2017 CMB-S4 Technology Book
○ Survey technologies and readiness levels
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CMB-S4 Project: We’ve come a long ways in a series of
significant steps
● 2017 DOE/NSF Concept Definition Task Force (CDT)
○ Refined Science Case with flow down to
measurement requirements
(Science Traceability Matrix)
○ CDT “strawperson design”
■ budget and schedule estimates
■ one project, two sites, two apertures
■ Identify major risks and R&D priorities
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CMB-S4 Project: We’ve come a long ways in a series of
significant steps
● Last year:
○ Collaboration established and elections held
○ pre-Project Development Group (pPDG)
formed, led by Jim Yeck to support the DSR
and help develop the project
○ Lab Directors’ Council established
○ Research activity plans identified for R&D
funding request to DOE Office of High Energy
Physics
○ Collaboration and Project people working as
Team to deliver the Decadal Survey Report
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CMB-S4 Project: We’ve come a long ways in a series of
significant steps
● Decadal Survey Report (DSR)
○ Further refine and complete science case for the
A&A and HEP community
○ Improved flow down to measurements and
continued to instrument design
○ CATEable Reference design
○ Project Planning
■ Technically driven schedule
■ Bottoms up cost estimate
■ RISK analysis
■ Preliminary Project Execution Plan (PEP)
○ Internal (w/ external panelists) major review Dec
11-13, 2019
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What’s next?
Increasingly mature designs and project planning, with
each building upon the former.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Snowmass “concept”
CDT
“strawperson”
DSR
“reference”
DOE CD-1 “conceptual” & NSF PDR “preliminary”
DOE CD-2 “preliminary” & NSF FDR “final”
DOE CD-3 “final”

Next step is DOE CD-1 and NSF MREFC PDR in which
we move from the “reference design” to the
“conceptual/preliminary” design
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Notional DOE/NSF Project Development Timeline
DOE

NSF

CY2019

Interim Project Office

Q2 FY2019 Critical Decision 0
Q2 FY2019

Initial Input to Decadal Survey

Q1 FY2020 DOE Lead Laboratory
Q1 CY2021

NSF CDR?

NSF Lead Institution

Comments
Coordinate pre-project
development
Based on CDT Report and
Funding Concept
Reference Design and Initial
Project Plans
Project Organization and
Team

Decadal Survey Results

Q2 FY2021 CD1, 3a
(DOE CDR Review)

PDR Readiness Review

Coordinated Review Plans

FY2022 CD2 Approved

PDR

NSB Approves MREFC
Budget Request

FY2023 CD3b Approved

FDR

NSB Approval

FY2027 CD4 Approved

MREFC Project Complete Technically Driven Schedule
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MREFC process (from NSF Large Facilities Manual)
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Tasking for MREFC Preliminary Design Phase
(from NSF Large Facilities Manual)
● Produce construction estimate based on preliminary design
● Update operations cost estimate
● Develop site-specific preliminary design, environmental
assessments/ impacts
● Develop plan to achieve production capabilities of enabling
technologies
● Produce bottom-up cost and contingency estimates, update risk
analysis (Total Project Cost is capped at PDR)
● Develop Project Management Control System
● Develop preliminary operations cost estimate
● Develop Educational Outreach and Broader Societal Impact plan
● Update the PEP to the appropriate level for preliminary design
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DOE MIE Critical Design process (from DOE O 413.3B)

CD-1 approval marks the completion of the
project definition phase and the conceptual design.
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DOE CD-1 Approve Alternative Selection and Cost
Range
DOE Order 413.3B provides a long list of requirements
needed to attain CD-1, including:
○ Design Management Plan
○ Develop Risk Management Plan
○ Independent Cost Review
○ Complete a Conceptual Design
○ Conduct a Design Review of the conceptual design
with reviewers external to the project
○ Complete the Conceptual Design Report
○ Conduct an Analysis of Alternatives
○ Conduct a Technology Readiness Assessment
○ …
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DOE O 413.3B Conceptual Design Report
The Conceptual Design Report (CDR) provides a clear and
concise description of the alternatives analyzed, the basis
for the alternative selected, how the alternative meets the
approved mission need, the functions and requirements that
define the alternative and demonstrate the capability for
success, and the facility performance requirements,
planning standards and life-cycle cost assumptions. The
CDR should also clearly and concisely describe the Key
Performance Parameters (KPPs) that will form the basis of
the performance baseline at CD-2.
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Path to DOE CD-1 and NSF PDR
We have a lot of design and project planning to do to
achieve DOE CD-1 and NSF PDR in mid 2021,
including:
● Flowdown to instrument specification
● DOE Conceptual / NSF Preliminary Design
● Construction Schedule
● Risk Analysis
● Total Project Cost
● Agency scope & budgets
● Project Governance and Project Team
● ...
This effort is being led by an Interim Project Office
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Organization Chart for DSR project development
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Organization Chart for CD-1/PDR project development
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Possible Agency Scope Splits
L3-Separated:

L2-Separated:
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Path to mid 2021 NSF PDR and DOE CD-1
Goals for next year:
● High quality Decadal Survey Report and DS input
● Interim Project Office led effort to establish a preliminary project
technical baseline, cost, and schedule
● Develop and agree on the project governance approach
● Complete the next annual review (in late October 2019) of the design
and project execution plans

Followed by:
● Lead institutions for the NSF MREFC and DOE MIE will need to be
identified before DOE CD-1 and NSF PDR reviews
● An “Integrated Project Office” will be established by the lead
institutions and take over from the “Interim Project Office”
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Principles for Down Selects
Many design decisions will continue to be made by building
consensus and using established and ad hoc working
groups, focused workshops, task force, etc.
The following steps (see doc on spokespersons wiki) provide
guidelines for a transparent process when more difficult
decisions are required:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Determine if the option is worth consideration and if it
merits CMB-S4 investment
Set the schedule for the down select or major decision
Set review criteria for the down select or major decision
Set the review panel membership, if a panel is needed
Conduct the review
Make the final decision
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back up slides
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DOE CD-1 Approve Alternative Selection and Cost
Range
CD-1 approval marks the completion of the project
definition phase and the conceptual design.
“This is an iterative process to define, analyze, and
refine project concepts and alternatives. This process
uses a systems engineering methodology that
integrates requirements analysis, risk identification and
analysis, acquisition strategies, and concept exploration
in order to evolve a cost-effective, preferred solution to
meet a mission need (identified in CD-0).”
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